
 

 

Helicopter tour to lake Teletskoye, Stone mushrooms, Uchar 
waterfall 

Duration - 6-7 hours 

 

Teletskoye lake is one of the most mysterious lakes in Russia. This lake is famous for its 

unique beauty, stunning nature and a special atmosphere that is not comparable to any 

other place. The crystal-clear water and boundless expanse of the lake impress everyone. If 

you want to visit the unspoilt corners of nature - you should visit the southern part of lake 

Teletskoye, where you will not meet crowds of tourists, and where you will discover 

original nature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ITINERARY: 

Meeting with guide. Registration, pre-flight inspection, briefing, departure from the 

Village of Karasuk to the area of lake Teletskoye. 

Along the way, we will see the Karakol lakes - a group of seven picturesque high-altitude 

lakes. Since 1996, the complex of Karakol lakes has the status of a natural Monument of the 

Altai Mountains with a reserved recreational mode of visiting. 

 

On the shore of lake Teletskoye, in the middle of a mixed forest, where the air is filled with 

the smell of herbs there is a new cozy hotel. Boarding. Visiting a hotel’s restaurant.  

 

Cozy restaurant located on the beach Teletskoye lake with a fireplace area. The 

restaurant's menu is aimed at preserving and maintaining Russian traditions, that is why 

you will find in the menu drinks from cranberries and cranberries, kvass, mountain honey, 

salted and pickled mushrooms, pancakes and wild berries.  

Flyby of the lake Teletskoye. 



 

 

Landing in the Akkurum tract " Stone 

mushrooms» Mystical landscapes that stretch for 

kilometers fascinate. 

The atmosphere here is something extraordinary, 

fabulous, not earthly, not real. No matter how 

huge Altai is, the Akkurum Tract is considered 

one of its main attractions. Akkurum is a 

mountainous area, where you will encounter the 

mysterious stone statues. They are huge, 

sometimes reaching a height of up to seven 

meters. Standing on a thin leg, no more than half a meter thick, these strange natural 

structures are piled up in a motionless growth, creating a stunning picture. It is 

inexplicable how such a miracle of nature could have been formed, and how this 

mushrooms hold and do not break down for so many centuries. And it's not just beautiful, 

it's unreal beautiful! 

 

Flight to the waterfall Uchar. 



 

The largest cascading waterfall in the Altai 

mountains is Uchar (Big Chulchinsky waterfall). 

The total height of the waterfall is 160 meters. One 

version of the translation of the name "Uchar" is 

"Unapproachable". 

And indeed, it is not so easy to get to it. In 2011, 

the Association of tour operators included Uchar to 

the list of the 5 most inaccessible attractions in 

Russia. It is called "the youngest masterpiece of the 

nature of the Altai mountains". Another title of 

Uchar waterfall is " the Greatest waterfall of 

Eurasia". And indeed, the waterfall deserves all 

these "titles". 

Return to Karasuk 

HELICOPTERS:  

  

Robinson R66 – 4 PAX 

 

  

  

Eurocopter 350 – 5 PAX 

 

  

    

  

МИ 8Т – 14 PAX 

МИ 8МТВ – 22 PAX 

МИ 8МТВ-1 – 22 PAX 

 

Enjoy the flight! 


